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LEVEL 2WORKSHEET ANSWER KEY

Penguin        Readers
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CLIMATE REBELS

1  chimpanzee 2  penguin 3  orangutan 4  turtle  
5  snow leopard 6  rhinoceros 7  bat

Argentina 2  Indonesia 3  Mexico 7  Mongolia 5  
South Africa 6  Tanzania 1  Trinidad 4

Reader’s own answer.

1a

1b

1c

Person Place Problem Answer

Marinel Ubaldo The Philippines
storm  

destroyed  
village

talking to people 
about climate 

change

Jia Wenqi and  
Jia Haixia

China no clean air planting trees

Guajajara 
Guardians

Amazon rainforest deforestation 
bringing people 

together

Autumn Peltier Canada no clean water
fighting for  
clean water

Wangari Maathai Kenya
protecting the 
environment

women  
planting trees

Xiuhtezcatl 
Martinez

USA/Mexico
dirty water and air, 
climate change and 

deforestation

hip-hop about 
environmental 

problems

2a
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CLIMATE REBELS

2b

3a

4a

4b

5

1 Xiuhtezcatl Martinez   
2 Guajajara Guardians 
3 Autumn Peltier 
4 Marinel Ubaldo 
5 Wangari Maathai 
6 Jia Wenqi and Jia Haixia

Model answers:
a It is called the Seabin. Andrew Turton and Pete Ceglinski made it in Australia. It can catch plastic 
 bags and bottles in the sea. It has a large ring with a bag in the water under it. You can find it in 
 more than forty-five countries now. This is most useful for people living near the sea.
b It is called a windmill. William Kamkwamba made it in Malawi. It brings water from under the 
 ground and sends it on to dry land. He made it with old bits of  metal and wood. You can find it in 
 villages in Malawi. This is most useful for people living in dry places. 

Model answers:
1 We must not destroy the environment!
2 We must buy local food!
3 We must not leave rubbish in the sea!
4 We have to stop deforestation of  our forests!
5 We must plant more trees!
6 We have to protect old tribes, plants and animals!
7 We need clean drinking water and clean air!
8 We must stop climate change now!

Reader’s own answer.

Reader’s own answer.


